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ABSTRACT
The KrF laser has been proposed for inertial confinement fusion (ICF) since
its discovery
in 1975.
Since that time, the laser has seen significant
development and has beer increased in energy
many orders of magnitude
to the several kilojoule energy level.
The suitability of the KrF laser as a
The
driver for ICF energy applications
has been continually
reviewed.
latest assessments indicate that the KrF laser still appears to be the leading
laser candidate.
A worldwide effort exists to advance the KrF laser for lCF
applications,
I.

1NTRODUCTION

The inertia! confinement fusion (lCF) process begins with a laser or particle
beam depositing energy in the outer layer of a fuel capsule.
This outer
layer heats up and expands, causing the inside of the fuel capsule to
compress or imp!ode via conservation
of momentum.
If the implosion
velocity of the fuel is both symmetric and high enough, the deuteriumtritium fuel can achieve the high densities and temperatures
needed for a
significant
number of fusion reactions
to occur.
The inertiu
of the
imploded fuel pr~wides the confinement time needed for high fuel burnup,
If the fuel mass is great enough, requiring driver energies in the megajoule
regime, the fusion yield can be much higher than the driver energy, and
significant
energy gain can be achieved
Finally, with a high efficiency
driver, the fusion energy can be higher than the driver “wall-plug” energy,
and useful energy production is now possible.
The KrF laser has been proposed as an lCF laser driver since its discovery
in 1975 [ 1] because of its natural properties.
This paper will examine how
well the KrF Iascr characteristics
fit with the requirements for ICF as they
are currently known.
It must be stated that the ICF requircmenfs for high
gain are not currently known with great accuracy or confidence: only after
an ICF facility
reaches
the ignition/breakeven
regime
can these
parameters
be accurately
specified,

There are two key target physics issues in the ICF process:
How much energy absorbed ~n the ablator, Ea, is required for
1.
hign gain?
and with what characteristics
2.
How much driver
energy,
(wavelength,
bandwidth, pulse shape, beam quality, etc.), is needed to
provide Ea?
The status of these issues and the relevant characteristics
will be discussed
in Section II.
The U. S. lCF program has taken the approach to resolve target physics
After these
issues
are resolved,
with single-pulse
drivers.
issues
repetitively
pulsed lasers would be developed for commercial
applications.
The specific path proposed by Los Alamos and development
progress for
KrF lasers will be examined in Section III.
Section IV will examine the current status of the KrF laser-fusion program
This will include the Aurora laser system which as recently
at Los Alamos.
begun to perform target experiments
and the Los Alamos KrF technology
In addition, we will also review the status of major
development program.
KrF laser facilities around the world.
Finally, Sec[ion V will briefly discuss some the non-laser issues that need
to be resolved before the realization of lCF commercial applications such as
This includes target fabrication; target injection,
electric power production.
tracking, and driver pointing; and ICF reactor vessels.
II.
REQUIREMENTS
DRIVERS

FOR

lCF

COMMERCIAL

APPLICATIONS

An ICF driver
for commercial
applications
must
satisfy
several
requirements;
low cost, high efficiency,
moderate
repetition
rates, high
reliability,
and good target coupling [2],
There are very fcw “cliffs” in
performance--a
driver that has lower target coupling or lower efficiency
The requirements
can make up for it with lower cost, and vice versa.
presented here arc basic guidelines or rules of thumb and should not bc
taken as strict requirements
The requirements
can be divided into two categories with twget coupling
being in a category by itself. The reason for this is that target coupling can
We will discuss the
be fully addressed
on single-pulse
test facilities.
Additionally,
driver requirements
first and then discuss target coupling.
there are several
types of commercial
applications
thut huve been
considcrcd, including production o~ electric power, process heat, and fissilc

In this paper, we will consider only electric power production,
fuel.
has the most rigorous
Electric
power production
using ICF probably
If this turns out to be
requirements of all of the commercial applications.
unattractive for economic reasons, other applications may still be possible.
11. A. Driver

Requirements

As mentioned before, the driver must have low cost and high efficiency to
The cost of electricity as a fvnction of driver
have a low cost of electricity.
cost and efficiency can be calculated using simple assumptions for the cost
of targets, reactors, and balance of plant [3,4].
In general, a reasonable
goal is a cost of less than -$300/joule and an efficiency of greater than -5%.
The efficiency
requirements
depend strongly on target gain, which has
large uncertainty at this time.
The real requirement is the the product of
the driver efficiency and target gain be greater than -8.
This translates to
the balance of plant required just to provide electricity
for the driver
being less than -25% of the total balance of plant required.
The driver must be able to operate at an repetition rate in the range of 110 Hz to operate with an affordable cost of electricity [3,4].
Below 1 Hz
requires a large driver energy (for a 1000 MWe power plant) operating
with very high gain and yield per shot. and above 10 Hz probably has too
high of a target cost for an acceptable cost of electricity [3-5].
Perhaps
the most difficult
requirement
to estimate
that needs to be
satisfied is the driver reliability.
For electric power production, the driver
must operate for the best part of a year without major shutdown
or
malfunction.
At 5 Hz and an availability of 70%, the driver must be fired
-1 Og times per year. Estimating the cost of and constructing the reliability
of the driver for this many shots per year (with a 30 year lifetime?) will
be difficult.
Projections of the KrF laser appear to be able to satisfy these requirements
[2,3].
Being a gas laser, it is relatively
straightforward
to satisfy the
repetition
rate requirements:
removal
of the laser
waste
heat
is
accomplished
by flowing the heated laser gas through a conventional
hetit
exchanger
[6,7].
Two key issues are the development
of a reliable,
repetitive pulsed power system for the KrF laser and the uniformity of the
gas in the amplifier using a flow system,
Both issues appear solvable.
Several possibilities
for the pulsed power system have been identified 16].
Gas flow issues have been examined in detail both experimentally
[81 and
theoretically
[9], and the required gas uniformity appears feasible.

The efficiency of an ICF commercial applications KrF laser should be high
enough for an attractive cost of electricity,
especially with the credit for
using the laser waste heat for feedwater preheat [10].
Projections indicate
that the cost of the KrF laser can be made affordable,
but much
KrF
laser
development
is
the
subject
of section
development is required.
IV. Finally, the reliability of the KrF laser must match the ICF commercial
Again, this will take much development
and
applications
requirements.
further, is not currently in the focus of the U.S. ICF program goal of
demonstrating
high gain ICF targets using single-pulse drivers.
Therefore,
little effort is being placed in improving the reliability of KrF lasers to the
degree needed at this time.
11. B. Target

Coupling

The main emphasis of the U.S. ICF program is to accurately determine the
driver energy and characteristics
required for high target gain.
The focus
of the U.S. ICF program is a facility called the Laboratory
Microfusion
Facility (LMF) [11].
One of the goals of the LMF is to demonstrate high
target gain, which will verify the scientific
feasibility
of ICF commercial
There is a long way to go to demonstrate the engineering
applications.
feasibility
of ICF commercial
applications
for the reasons described
in
sections 11.A. and V.
The target coupling is simply a measure of comparison of a set of driver
Good target
characteristics
to the target yield for a given driver energy,
coupling means that ~he driver energy couples efficiently to the target and
Poor target coupling
results
in poor target
thus the yield is high.
performance.
For lasers, target coupl!ng is generally thought of in terms of the following
four parameters:
b wavelength--must
be short enough to not generate
a significant
number of fast electrons which degrade the implosion [ 12],
bandwidth--is
desired
to be broad
to inhibit
the growth
of
instabilities
which degrade the implosion [ 13-14],
pul:e
shaping--accurate
pulse shaping
has long been known to
significantly increase the target yield [15], and
beam quality--needed
to smoothly focus the laser light from the
long distance required for final optics protection
from the target
Outputl
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●

●

The KrF laser appetirs
coupling
requirements

to be the optimum laser
The wavelength
[2].

in sati!;fying the
is near-optimum

target
for

absorption by the target without degradation from fast electrons [12].
The
bandwidth is sufficiently
broad to reduce instability thresholds and growth
rates.
Accurate pulse shaping is possible because the gain of the laser is
linear, allowing the desired pulse shape to be generated in the front end
and propagated
through
the amplifler
chain
to the target
wjt~out
distortion [ 16]. In addition, because the laser operates naturally at a short
wavelength, there is no need for inefficient, intensity dependent frequency
multiplying
crystals that significantly
distort the pulse shape and degrade
Finally, because the KrF laser uses a self-healing
the beam quality.
gaseous lasing medium, the beam quality can be very good, allowing
focusing to small spots from lo~g distances.
In addition, the KrF laser is
suitable for beam smocthing by using a technique called Induced Spatial
Incoherence (1S1) [17].
111.

DEVELOPMENT

PATH FOR KrF LASERS

Willke has published a logical path for the development of ICF commercial
This path first demonstrates
high target gain on singleapplications
[18].
This verifies the scientific. ~easibility of ICF before the
pulse facilities.
difficult task of developing repetitively pulsed drivers with high efficiency,
low cost, and high reliability.
The U.S. is currently following this path to
commercial applications.
It should be noted that the plan begins with a
facility to demonstrate high gain, which is still a significant way off. In the
U. S., the high-gain
test facility
is currently
being examined
in the
Laboratory Microfusion Facility Scoping Study [11].
Current ICF drivers are not capable of demonstrating
high gain.
Major
issues on capsule
performance
and driver-target
coupling
create large
uncertainties
in the driver energy, pulse shape, etc., needed for high gain.
Additionally, driver cost has not been demonstrated
to be affordable while
delivering
the desired drive conditions
to the target.
Because of these
uncertainties,
Los Alarnos
has proposed
a lower-energy,
lower-cost
prot~typical
facility that will resolve these target issues and dem’mstrate
driver cost and performance.
This facility has not received funding m this
time.
IV.

STATUS OF KrF LASER-FUSION

DEVELOPMENT

The most advanced KrF laser-fusion system is AURORA [19], located at Los
Alamos.
As illustrated in Figure 1, AURORA is a 5-8 kJ, 2-5 ns pure
angular multiplexed system.
AURORA was designed to demonstrate all of
the key elements
of an electron-beam-pumped,
angular multiplexed
KrF

AURORA fired its first full system
achieved -2.5 kJ out of the main amplifier.

laser.

shot

in December

1988 and

KrF lasers are also being developed around the world.
Sprite was the fimt
of the existing KrF laser systems to come on line. Sprite is a 100-kJ-class
KrF laser located
at Rutherford
Appleton
Laboratory
in the United
Kingdom.
The Ashura laser at the University of Osaka is a kilojoule-class
KrF laser currently performing experiments.
The University of Alberta has
a kilojoule-class
laser currently under construction,
as is the Nike systerfi
at the Naval Research Laboratory in Washington, DC. The main thrust of
Nike is to demonstrate beam smoothing by 1S1.
Los Alamos has been performing design studies of the next generations of
KrF laser-fusion
systems for several years.
We have been participating
in
the Laboratory
Microfusion
Facility
Scoping
Study and are currently
completing the conceptual design of a 1O-MJ KrF laser-fusion
facility.
A
more near-term
design of a 100-kJ facility driven by two 50-kJ KrF
amplifier modules is also being completed.
been extremely
important
in determining
the
high-cost-leverage
elements of the designs.
Results have indicated
that
the cost of amplifiers and optics dominate the driver cost estimate.
Los
Alamos has instigated
technology
development
programs
to reduce the
cost of these items.
In particular,
the optics development
program is
aimed at increasing
the optical damage threshold
at 248 nrn and in
reducing the cost of optical components
through improved manufacturing
technology.
The cost impact of amplifiers can be reduced by scaling them
to larger sizes and increasing the efficiency of the laser module.
This is the
goal of the amplifier
technology
development
program at Los Alamos.
While these programs are aimed at lowering the cost of single-pulse
KrF
laser-fusion systems, the work is equally applicable to repetitively
pulsed
reactor drivers,

These

v.

design

studies

NONDRIVER

have

ISSUES FOR lCF COMMERCIAL

APPLICATIONS

There are an additional set of issues that need to be resolved in order to
realize ICF commercial applications.
In fact, it has been estimated that the
driver-independent
issues are much more significant
than the issues
involved wiih developing the KrF laser into a reactor driver.
Leading the
list of the driver independent ~wues is the development of a reactor vessel.
Many concepts have been ~ ~posed [20,21], and all have significant issues
and uncertainties
associated with them,

Target manufacturing
is another issues involved with the development
of
Today’s targets are currently made, filled,
ICF commercial
applications.
Targets for an
mounted, and characterized
with great expense and time.
electric power plant must be made with a great deal of remote equipment
This has been
at the same rate as the repetition
rate of the driver.
examined in some detail [5], and cost projections
have been made that
However, realization
of
appear attractive
for electric power production.
this technology will require significant development.
Another target-related
issue is the injection of the target into the reactor.
Current target designs use cryogenic fuel to begin the implosion on a low
This frozen D-T capsule must
adiabat and achieve a higher compression.
remain
in that state as it is injected
into the reactor,
which will
Related to the target injection issue
undoubtable be at a high temperature.
is the requirement for tracking ami pointing of the driver beams to strike
Tracking
of a small cold object in a hot
the target simultaneously.
background
will require development.
Finally, for laser drivers, the final optics will be in the direct “shine” of the
x rays, target debris, and hightarget output, which includes neutrons,
energy charged
particles.
In order for the optics to survive
for a
reasonable
time, they must be protected.
Current schemes include gas
protection for x rays and charged particles, magnetic fields for the charged
particles and target debris, and distance for the neutrons.
Final optics
survivability
is a area that will require development
for ICF commercial
applications to be realized.
V 1.

CONCLUSIONS

The KrF laser has undergone significant development
since the discovery
Work
is
being
done
worldwide
to
further
understand
ICF target
in 1975.
issues and the KrF laser.
The KrF laser currently appears to be the most
attractive driver for ICF commercial
applications,
mainly because of the
near-optimum
target coupling, the gaseous Iasing medium, and the high
efficiency offered by the electron-beam-pumped
excimer laser.
At Los Alamos, we are foliowing the path of demonstration of the scientific
feasibility first before development
of a reactor driver.
The goal at Los
Alamos is to demonstrate
high target gain with a single-pulse
driver.
Conceptual designs of future systems have been completed and the highcost-leverage
items have been identified.
Los Alamos has technology

to reduce
development
programs designed
reliability and performance of KrF lasers.

the

cost

and/or

increase

the

Though these studies have maintained
the feasibility
of KrF lasers for
The KrF
commercial
applications,
there is much development
required.
laser must develop repetitive pulsing, which requires development
in the
areas of pulsed power and gas flow.
ICF power plants have the added
issues of target manufacturing,
injection,
tracking,
and driver pointing.
Finally,
ICF
KiiCt OXT
MUSt
be developed
that
can
contain
the
microexplosions
and convert the fusion energy to heat while protecting the
final optics.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1. Aurera is leading the state of the art in KrF laser-fusion systems.
The unique configuration
of Aurora is due to using an existing building to
house the laser amplifiers.
Beam enclosures were added to transport the
beams to target.
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